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CHOCTAW CI.AIMS.

~lEMORIAL

CHOCTA-W N A~riON,
IN AXSWER TO

The letter of the Honorable Secretary of the Trea.sury, tTansmitting a letter of the Solicitor of the Treasury in Telation to the Ohoctau, Claims.

FEBR UAHY

17,' 1873.-Referred to the Committee on Indiau Affairs ancl ordered to be
printed.

MEMORIAL OF THE CHOCTAW NATION IN RELATION TO THE LETTER OF
THE SOLICITOR OF THE TREASURY ON THE CHOCTAW CLAIMS.

Hon. J. G. BLAINE, Speaker House of Representatives :
SIR: The letter transmitted to -you on the 6th January by the Secre- ·
tary of the Treasury, from the .Solicitor, Mr. Banfield, undertakes to present fully the origin, nature, and history of the Choctaw claim on the
Goverument, which claim, be alleges, bas not only been paid, but is
barred by a receipt or acknowledgment of full satisfaction; which
receipt, or rather release, copied at the end of his letter, relates exclusively to claims under the 14th article of the treaty of 1830. He therefore undertakes to show that the claim was founded upon that article
alone; notwithstanding the fact that on page 19 of his letter be says
that "setting aside those under the 14th and 19th articles," t.he whole
amount of the other clc~ims" does not exceed $1,000,000."
The repo~·t of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, of F ebruary
15,· 1859, which is frequently refetred to by Mr. Banfield, shows t hat the
committeehad nuder consideration, when making their award in fayor
of the Uhoctaws, claims under the 19th article of the same treaty amounting to ....... _........................... ·_.... . . . . . . . $451 ,, 800 00
And under other heads, outside of either 14th or 19th articles, for. . . . . . . ...... . .. -....... _....... . . . . . . . . . . .
763, 797 65
::VCaking a total of .......................... . ...... l, 215,597 65
for claims having no connection with the 14th article of the treaty of
1830. Therefore, whatever may be said of their merits or demerits, they,
at least, are not barred by the release be exhibits.
Proceeding, as above stated, on the assumption that the 14-th article
furnishes the only foundation, his next step is to show that not only bas
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every demand under it been paid, but that the demands themselves were
uot valid, and should never have been allowed. .M oreover, that the
treaty of 1830 abounded in benefits, outside of the money it promised to
pay, and outside of the 14th art.icle, which, if not exactly a full equi valent for the land ceded, ought not to be overlooked, as they have hitherto been, in considering Choctaw claims. For example, it granted them
their country west of the Mississippi. True, ''it did not give them a
greater num her of acres," as it merely described the tract secured by
former treaties; but then it vastiy improved the title, by making it a
grant in fee-simple, different from, and of course better than ~ ordinars·
fee-simples, in being subject to two conditions,-national existm ce and
occupancy; though this last feature Mr. Banfield neglects to mention.
Furthermore; it protected tllem from the danger of foreign invasion, to
whieh, without the Dancing-Rabbit treaty, they would have been so
fearfully exposed; and if its 17th article had not been inserted, ever,v
promise ntade by the United States, under former treaties, to pay money,
would probably have been set aside. (p. 4.)
I refer to these points~ uecause Mr. Banfield says they are of the greatest importance in considering the claim which it is the object of his letter to defeat.
He proceeds next to the 14th article, from which sprang claims to reservations, " upon the sole ground " that those entitled to register were
unfairly refused by the agent, " Tard, wllo swore he never refused anybody.
Upon thiE~ slender basis, which, if Ward swore truly, was no basis at
all, a vast superstructure of fraud was raised, the culminatiug poiu t
being the net-proceed claim.
The letter is chiefly a history of the manner in which this fra.ud bas
been denounced and exposed at various times, in communication~ ad dressed to the President, to Congress, to different boards of acljudicatiug
commis~ioners, to successive heads of Departments and Commissioners
of Indian Affairs, from General Jackson's time, in 1833, down to President Polk's, the last allowance of claims ha viug been made by Governor
Marcy, Secretary of War, in 1846.
During this period of thirteen years charges of fraud were constantly
appearing. As they seem to ha-ve failed to be effective when first made,
Mr. Banfield reproduees them for the benefit of the net-proceed claim,
hoping that the time is at hand when their value will be appreciated.
Before looking into these charges, I wish to dispose of one or t"ro
preliminary points, beginning withTHE CHICKASAW BOUNDARY.

Mr. Banfield alleges, in a note to the first page of his letter, that the
Choctavv cession of 1830 was not so large as the Land-Office represents,
by over two millions of acres, owing to an error in running the line between their country and the Chickasaws, the <lifference being more than
enough, at $1.25 per acre, to cancel the entire net-proceed claim. I n
this matter he has fallen into several errors.
First of all, he says the line claimed by the Chickasaws touched tb.e
Mississippi River at a point "about twenty-eight miles below where the
St. Francis River joins it." The Chickasaw claim, as stated in their
treaty of 1832, (Stat. at Large, p. 286,) specifies a point " twenty-eigb.t
miles by water," below the St. Francis; the words "by water," which
he leaves out, making a difference of O\er five miles in running twentyeight, owing to the bends in the ri\·er.
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The next error is in the intimation that no evidence on the subject
was obtained from the Choctaws. The suqjoiued copy of a letter, dated
October 15, 1835, from the Secretary of War, Governor Cass, to President Jack-son, whose approval settled the question, will show that the
evidence obtained from the Choctaw chiefs was "definite and precise"
in identi(ying the point opposite the town of Helena, which had been,
on a former occasion, mutually agreed upon by the two tribes:
vVAR DEPARTMENT, October 15, 183G.
To the PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES:
SIR: I have the honor to lay before you for your decision the several papers in relation
to the boundary-line between the last Choctaw and Chickasaw cessions in the State of
Mississippi.
The treaty with the Chickasaws of 20th October, 1832, confirmed by the treaty of May
~4, 1834, provides that this line shall be run in such manner as the President shall direct,
after procuring the statements of the principal chiefs of both Choctaws and Chickasaws,
unless these chiefs should agree that the line claimed by the Chickasaws was the true one.
This they have uot done.
The only difficulty in this line consists in the point where it shall strike the Mississippi
River. Both parties agree as to the name of the place, which is the TuniC'.a Old l!..,ields;
but they differ as to the exact position of these fields, one party putting them lower down
and the other higher up the Mississippi. Mr. Bell, the surveyor-general, to whom this
matter was referred, has replied, that the line ought to commence about twenty or twentyone miles by water, and fourteen and three-quarters by land, below the mouth of the St.
Francis River, and from that point he has run a random line to a blazed tree on the old
Natchez road, which seems to have been a well-known place.
In looking carefully at the various documents submitted, I am under the impression that
Mr. Bell has begun his line too low down the river. How far these Tunica Old Fields extended it is difficult now to ascertain ; nor does any of the Chickasaw testimony undertake
to designate at what point in these fields the boundary struck the Mississippi. One principal reason given by Mr. Bell for fixing upon the spot selected by him as the place of be
ginning is, that he there found the only old fields . "that could be called such," within the district of thirty or forty miles by water below the mouth of the St. Francis. But he addi:i,
·'It is true, however, 'that both above and below, for a few miles, there are some faint signs
of ancient settlements, but which appear to be merely an extension of the main old fields
from which the 'line was eommenced, and which fields, I have no doubt, are the Tunica Old
Fields which have been so often alluded to by the Choctaws and Chickasaws."
It appears from the statements of the Choctaws that these Tunica Old Fields were a wellknown spot. That they had been improved many years, perhaps ages before, and by a tribe
of Indians called "Tunicas." They did not get their designation from their occupation by
the Choctaws .o r Chickasaws. The error eommitted by Mr. Bell is, in supposing that this
name designated an identical spot upon the river which had recently been in cultivation. I
take it from the evidence, as well indeed from Mr. Bell's statements, that these fields extended for many miles along the Mississippi. He commenced his line at or near their lowest
extremity, but why does not distinctly appear. The statements of two of the (;hol!taw
chiefs are definite and precise, that the line struck the Tunica Old Fields nearly opposite to
a house where a man by the name of Phillips resided, and which was situated upon the present site of the town of Helena. They state that they were present when an attempt was
made to run the line, and that this point was mutually agreed upon.
I therefore recommend that a point opposite to Phillips's house he fixed upon as the place of
beginning for the line between the Choctaw and Chickasaw cessions, and that it be run
thence on a straight course to the marked tree, described in the treaty, on the old Natchez
road, one mile southwestwardly from Wall's old place.
Very respeetful!y, &c., &c.,
LEWIS CASS.
Approved.
ANDREW JACKSON.

l\Ir. Banfield was, of eourse, not aware of the existence of Governor
Uass's letter, which so effectually removes the grave doubt he speaks of.
But he might have known that the territory iu dispute could under no
eircumstances be equal to half the number of acres he iudicates. There
was no doubt about the starting-point-a marked tree on the Natchez
road. The only question was, where a straight line from that tree ought
to strike the river. And as any map of Mississippi would sllow that
the line was not more than 106 miles long, (the actual measurement is
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105 miles, 13 chains, 78 liu ks,) fi"om the Oktibbeba to the Mississippi, it
is evident that a triangle with sides of that lengtb, even with a base of
twenty-eight miles, could not contain a million of acres.
Bnt instead of being twenty-eight miles wide at the base, the distance
from Helena to the line first run between the Choctaw and Chickasaw
cession is exactly eight miles, and the contents of the tract between
that li11e and the one subsequeutly run by order of President Jackson
was less than 275,000 acres. So that, even if there were any doubt on
the subject, which there is not, the amount in controversy could not
possibly equal one-eighth of the sum he mentions.
'l'ITLE '1'0 THE CHOCTAW COUNTRY WEST.

I lmve already alluded to the value Mr. Banfield attaches to the title
the treatJ' of 18~~0 gave the Choctaws to their country West. His statement (on p. 3) is calculated to make the impression that their present
domain was acquired under that treaty, and paid for by the cession then
made. Whereas, as he admits on the next page, it was acquired under
a former treaty, being part of the price of the cession of 1820; aud the
treaty of 1830, instead of improving, as Mr. Banfield alleges, actually
prejudiced the tenure by which they held it.
For the treaty made an absolute, unqualified cession, without auy restriction or limitation. The United States commissioners "do hereby
eede to said nation a tract of country west of the .Mississippi River.''
(7 Stat. at Large, 211.)
This Mr. Banfield regards as a "vague tit.Je of occupancy;" and be
says the treaty of 1830 "substituted in its place a gra:nt in perpetuity,"
being, in the words of the treaty, "in fee simple to them and their descendants, to inure to them while they sha.ll exist as a rca.tion, and live on
it." (7 Stat., 333.)
The "fee-simple" grant was therefore subject to two conditions, neither
of which occur in the grant or cession of 1820, namely: 1st, c0ntinued
existence as a nation; 2d, occupation by actual residence.
While there is nothing to show tha.t the treaty of 1820 created wbat
Mr. Banfield calls a" vague title of occupancy," the words "live on it,''
which he leaves out in his quotation from the treaty of 1830, manifestlygive that character to the title it conveys, which is not, as he says, ';in
peq)etuity," but determinable whenever the contingency occurs, which
is foreshadmved in the 4th article of the treaty of 1820, the dissoltltion
of the natioual existence, by making each member of the tribe a citizen
of the United Statefl..
He quotes the Attorney-General as sustaining his view of the title
thus acquired in 1830; But the opinion cited says nothing about the
treaty of 1830, or any other treaty with the Choctaws, nor does it speak
of any grant iu perpetuity. It says the Choctaws had an absolute title;
aucl therefore undoubtedly refers to the treaty of 18~0, the only one from
which any such title could be derived. (3 Opins. Att'y-Gen., 322.)
In the negotiations for repurchasing in 1825 part of this western cession, the Secretary of War, Mr. Calhoun, evidently regarded the Oboetaws as the absolute owners; never intimates, in discussing the question
of compensation, that they are to be regarded in any other light. (2 Ind.
Aft's., 552, 553.)
If they were the absolute owners in 1825, they are clearly entitled to
compensation for th.e damage do.n e to their title b~- the treaty of 1830.
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'l.'HE NET-PROCEEDS CLAIM.

The net-proceeds claim, as a 'Separate, independent proposition, was
an attempt on the part of,the Olwctaws to induce the Government to
fulfill the promises made by the commissioners who negotiated the treaty
of 1830. The language of the commissioners, before it 'yas signed, and,
as the Choctaws thought, in the treaty itself, pledged them the proceeds
arising from the sale of ceded lands, after deducting the necessar.y expenses of survey, &c., the cost of emigration, and the various other
items required by the treaty to be paid. The commisioners, beyond a
doubt, expressed themselves to that effect, as their record shows; but
when the question was submitted, under the 11th article of the treaty
of 1855, the Senate decided that the treaty of 1830 did not admit of any
such construction. It decided, however, at the same time, that the
Choctaws had presented valid claims against the Government, more
than equal in amount to the sum which such a construction would give
them, and therefore it awarded t,he-net proceeds in satisfaction of such
claims.
Mr. Banfield objects!. To t,he separate claim for the net proceeds, which he regards as unfounded, for reasons that n0ed not be noticed, as the claim was rejected.
2. To the items constituting the sum in gross, which were considered
by the Senate as more than equal to all the ''net-proceeds'~ could possibly give. Mr. Banfield thinks that none of them represented valid
claims.
·
The most considerable of these items, constituting the bulk of the
Choctaw claim, grew out of damages sustained under the 14th ~rticle
of the treaty of 1830, which is in the following words:
Each Choctaw, head of a family, be.i ng desirous to remain, and become a citizen of the
States, shall be permitted to do so, by signifying his intention to the agent within six months
from the ratification of this treaty, and he or she shall thereupon be entitled to a reservation
of une section of six hundred and forty acres of land, to be bounded by sectional lines of survey; in like manner shall be entitled to one-half that quantity for each unmarried child,
which is living with him, over ten years of age; and a quarter section tu such child as may
be under ten years of age-to adjoin the location of the parent. If they reside upon said
lands, iutending .to become citizens of the States, for five years after the ratification of this
treaty, in that case a grant in fee-simple shall issue; said reservation shall include the
present improvement of the head of the family, or a portion of it. Persons who claim under
this article shall not lose the privilege of a Choctaw citizen, but, if they ever remove, a1e not
to be entitled to any portion of the Choctaw annuity.

Under this article, the Indian claiming as head of a family was entitled to a section of land-640 acres-which the Government
sold for . _... ___ .. __ .. _. , .... _. . _.. _...... _. ___ ....... , .. _, $800
Fifteen years after the treaty was ratified, be received in part
pay for it 320 acres in laud-scrip, for which he realized_ ... $54
And six years later received the value of the other 320 acres
in money, or .......... _.. _ . _..... _.................. __ 400
454
The Indian claims that the moneypaid into the Treasury for his land
was his money.
,
That the scrip for which he realized $54 was no equivalent for the
$400 paid ten or fifteen years previously to the Government.
That the $400 paid him in 1852 was no equivalent for the $400 paid
before the year 1836 to the Government.
In other words, that the money received for his land was a trust-fund,
to be accounted for, for his benefit.
A settlement on this principle would give him the proceeds of his
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land, with interest from the date of sale, as an equivalent for the loss
of his home and his improvement, deducting what he received in money
and realized for his scrip.
To all this Mr. Banfield replies in effect :
1. That there was no such Indian.
2. That be w'a s not entitled to land.
3. That he forfeited his land by selling half of it.
4. That he has been paid in full for his land.
5. 'rbat when paid, he gave a receipt in full, and promised neYer to
ask for more.
The first objection, that there was no such Indian, refers to the extent
of the
CHOCTAW POPULATION IN MISSISSIPPI.

Mr. Banfield produces certain calculations, based upon a census of
the Choctaws, made in 1831 by MaJor F. W. Armstrong, a competent
a11d efficient officer. Quoting this census, which may be found in
Public Lands, vol. 7, pp. 39-126, and also in 9th volume Indian
Removals, he callsThe entire population, 19,554, and deducts for emigrants 15,000, leaving in Mississipi 4,fi54, which, divided by seven, "a fair estimate," as he says, of the
average size offamilies, would give ______ . ___ - .. ----. _.... _.. __ ... __ --. . . . . .
as the largest number "who could, · by any possibility, claim reservations,
if tbey ail claimed," under the 14th article.
Accord!ng to his statement, the number of claims presented was. __ . ___ ... -_ .. -..

650
I, 4n

Making an excess of. .. __ . ___ .. ___ . _.. __ --. ___ . _.. ----. _____ ___ . __ . _..... _...
8'2:3
which in his view must have been fraudulent.
He might have made a much stronger showing against the Choctaws, by proving
from Armstrong's census that the actual aggregate East before emigration, was.. 17,963
From which deduct emigrants.:. --·._. __ ....... ..... __ . . _..... _. .. . . . .. . . . . 15, 177
Leaving in Mississippi .. _.... _...... _....................... _...•. .. _.. . . .

2, 786

Which, divided by seven, would give_ ............................ _. _..... .. .
for the largest possible number of valid claims.
The number of claims really presented was not 1,473, as Mr. Banfield's letter shows,
but ·-- --·.----. -·.---- .. -- --. __ --- .. __ --· ·- ----. ____ .. ___ -· ____ .. ·--- .. _

398
1, :J85

Making the excess or aggregate of claims, which, if his reasoning is correct, must
have been fraudulent . __ ..... - ... ___ .. __ .... _. __ •. _. ________ .. ____ .. ___ -. .

1, 187

The basis of these different calculations, it will be seen, js the Armstrong census, coupled with the assumption that seven is the aggregate
size of an Indian family. If that assumption is correct, and the census
really included all the Choctaws east of the Mississippi before their
emigration began in 1831, Mr. Banfield's figures, in support of this allegation of fraud, as I have above shown, fall short of the reality.
But it is pretty certain that the census did not include all the Oboetaws then east of the Mississippi.
lVlr. Banfield says that "it was considered by the House Committee
on Indian Affairs as in every respect most reliable;" lmt in their report
a.ppeara the following passage, which l\Ir. Banfield doubtless overlooked:
'"From the nature of the country, the character of the people, aud the
detached and wild districts and settlements in which the Indians resided,
it cannot be supposed that this eensus was entirely full and accurate.
The presumption is that there were several hundreds, to say the least,
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that were not found by 1\'Iajor Armstrong." (Rep. No. 663, H. R., 24th
Uong., 1st sess., vol. 3, p. 8.)
The census itself contains a material discrepancy-a fact which lVIr.
Banfield does not mention, though he evidently noticed it. This discrepancy amounts to a difference of 1,500, as t,he number of Choctaws
may be shown to have been 17,963, 18,651, nnd 19,554, all from the
same documern; Major Armstrong himself signing three several .certificates to t.h e largest number, while the footings to the lists of families
show the two smaller aggregates; th.e difference between the two latter
being the number of whites, of slaves, and of free blacks in the nation.
Waiving tbis rliscrepancy, which shows that tbe census is not so indisputably correct, there is official evidence that there were not only
"several hundreds" but several thousands, not found by Major Armstrong.
The number of Choetaws in Ala.bama and Mississippi was officially reported by the Indian Offi.;e, in 1825, five years before the treaty, to be
21,000. (2d Ind. Aff's, p. 546.)
The muster-rolls show that 15,000 were emigrated in 1831, 1832, and
1833. The annual report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1838,
states that n um her officially, (p. 33.)
15,000 deducted from 21,000 would leave 6,000.
The number of emigrants being admitted on all sides, the fact that
6,000 is not far from the true number of those who did not emigrate is
shown1st. By the statement of CRptain Wm ..A.rmstrong, who was one of
the agents employed by his brother, Major F. W. Armstrong, to take
the census, (Pub. Lands, vol. 7, p. 11,) was superintenrlent of Cuoctaw
removal, in 1833, (ibid .. ) and was afterwards agent for the Choctaws
"\Vest, from 1835 until his death in 1847.
In his annual report, dated October 1, 1844, speaking of these identical 14th-article claims, and of the Choctaws " who chose to remain in
)fississippi," he says that the ,, reservation obtained" "by the jive or
six thousand who remctined was worth nearly ten times as much as an
that was received by the fifteen thousand who emigrated."
No one had better means of estimating the number that remained
tban Captain Armstrong, for he took the census of one of the three
districts-.lVIushulatubbee's; and, as emigrating agent, on the 11th of
October, 1833, re.p orts that in another district, "Nittockache's," to
avoid emigration, 2,000 had left their homes and gone to picking cotton
in Mississippi and elsewhere. (Doc.* 512, vol. 1, p. 415.)
2d. Messrs Murray and Vroom, United States commissioners to ad-·
judicate the 14th-article claims, and who spent some time in Mississippi
for that purpose, in their report of .JuJy 31, 1838, say that'~ not less than
5,000 have remained, notwithstanding the efforts of the rernoYing-agent
who has be~n constantly with them."
3d. John F. H. Claiborne, esq., another United States adjudicating
commissioner, whose statements are extensively quoted and relied upon
as e\'idence, by Mr. Banfield, in a paper dated May 20~ 1843, and trausmitted by him to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, speaks of the
Choctaws then in Mississippi as constituting "a population of 8,000
souls." (Sen. Doe., 168, 28th Cong., 1st sess., p. 63.)
4th. John J. McRae, esq., afterwards goYernor and United States
Senator from Mississippi, appointed, in April, 1843, emigrating and subsisti,n g agent for the removal of Choctaws, report~d officially in the fall
~Senate Doc. 512, Jst sess .• 2:3u Cong., forming part of the series called "Indian Removals.''
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of 1844, that there were 7,000 Choctaws east of the Mississippi, and
that number appears in the annual report of the Commisswner of Indian Affairs, November 25, 1844, Appendix No. 2.
We have, then, to recapitulate:
On the one band, Major F. W. Armstrong's census showing from
17,900 to 19,554.
On the other, the Indian Office report, in 1825, of 21,000, corroborated
by the Choctaw agent, William Armstrong, who speaks of the 15,000
who emigrated and the five or six thousand who remained, say 21,000.
To show that as many as fiye or six thousand did remain, we have
the statements1st. Of Captain William Armstrong, Choctaw agent.
2d. Of Murray and Vroom, commissioners, who say that " not less
than 5,000 have remained."
3d. Of Commissione!' Claiborne, who says there were 8,000 in l\Iissis·
sippi in 1843.
4th. Mr. McRae, who, as emigrating and subsisting agent, officially
reports 7,000 in 1844.
This last number officially reported by the United States emigrating
and subsisting ageut, whose duty it was to ascertain the truth, accepted
and adopted as it was by the Uommissioner of Indian Affairs, Judge
Crawford, must be presumed to be correct, certainly not exaggerated,
as it is 1,000 less than the estimate of Commissioner Claiborne.
RETUR·NED EMIGRANTS.

Assuming, then, that there were 7,000 in 1\Iississippi in the fall of
1844, as reported by the emigrating agent, is there any evidence to show.,
or any reason to believe, that any of those who were there then had
previously emigrated to the Choctaw country west, and returned for
any purpose whatever~
Not one particle beyond certain testimony taken before a committee
of the Mississippi legislature, in February, 1836, more than a year before the judicial investigation of the claims bad commenced, and nine
;years before their final adjudication, in July, 1845.
Mr. Banfield, indeed, says:
So gross was this fraud that Congress was obliged to interfere by special legislation, and
by the 1:1ct of February 22, 1838, cut nff all clai:ns of any Indians who bad removed west of
the Mississippi.
·

Bnt he does not say what particular fact or information induced
Congress to interfere, a.nu does not allude to any testimony in support
of the allegation but that above referred to, which was taken by the
committee of the Mississippi house of representatives, the testimony,
namely, of :hree persons:
1st. Hon. S. J. Gholson, who "heard D. H J Morgan say he believed
a great r'lany Indians bad gone west of the Mississippi in ignorance of
their rights, and that the company had an agent west buying the claims
and bringing the Indians backt which business Morgan said he had au
interest in. (Doc. 168, p. 163.)
2d .•Tames Ellis, member from Neshoba; and
3d. Isaac Jones, member from Winston, both say they "know Indians
who went west aud bave returned." Ellis knows of such Indians claiming reservations. Jones knows of their bringing back the guns they
received from the Government. (Ibid.)
Now it so happens that all the investigations of the 14th-article claims
were conducted in or near the counties of Neshoba •and Winston, which
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l\fessrs. Ellis and Jones represented, and not ver.5r far from Columbus,
the residence of ::VIr. Gholson.
Mr. Claiborne, one of the commissioners, was familiar with the proceedings of the Mi.ssissippi legisla.ture at the time the foregoing testimony was taken, for he repeaterlly alludes to them in his official papers.
::vir. R. H. Grant, who lived in the county adjoining Winston and cornering on Neshoba, was a trader among the Choctaws at the date of the
treaty, and traveled constantly through their settlements during the
fiye years next·ensuing, (Doc.168, p. 86,) and knew all about the same proceedings, for he speaks of them in a letter to the United States district
attorney, urging the importance of defeating the claims.
Yet neither Claiborne nor Grant ever allege in their repeated charges
of fraud, (referred to in Mr. Banfield's letter,) that any of the claimants
were returned emigrants.
Grant, when asked "if he knew of any Indian or claimant who had
removed to the Choctaw country west, and has since returned," :=~n
swered that "he did not know one Indian who had returned from the
west of the Mississippi." (Doc. 168, p. 95.)
In their repcrt, dated Ma~T 11, 1836, cited at length by Mr. Banfield,
though he does not allude to this passage, the Honse Committee on
Indiau Affairs, speaking of this identical charge, say thatThe committee cannot find from any evidence that any such cases exist, except in the
general assertion of the fact in some of the memorials and remonstrances of the citizens of
the State of Mississippi which have been referred to them.

The letters ofT. J. Word, former representative in Congress from
Mississippi, "a lawyer of established reputation, a man of unimpeached
character, admirably adapted to this responsible trust," (p~ 104,) who was
appointed "special agent to collect testimony in behalf of the United
States," (ibid.,) show that he traversed the regions represented by Messrs.
Ellis and Jones for that purpose, Mr. Banfield says successfully. But
instead of reporting any cases of returned emigrants, he writes to the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs that "he bas not a doubt that it ' was
always the bona fide intention of the Indians who are now here to remain and avail themselves of the benefit of the 14th article." (p. 117.)
This "last very important fact, which Mr . .Banfield does not mention,
is of itself suffieient to settle the question. Taken in connection with.
the circumstance that not a single case had been finally adjudicated at
the date of Mr. Word's appointment, and that not a single claim was
rf'jected for the reason that the applicant was a returned emigrant, it
proves conclusively that no such claims were presented.
Not only were no such claims presented, but there is absolutely no
evidence be.vond the ex parte statements made in 1836, and never afterwards repeated, to show that any of the seven thousand Mississippi
Olwctaws had ever gone west before the emigration of 1844-'45. There
is no evidence of the fact~ for the simple reason it was· uot true. No
such cases ever occurred .
.AVER.AGE SIZE OF .AN INDIAN F.AJ\HLY.

According to Mr. Banfield's estimate, these seven thousand Choctaws
could not have constituted more than one thousand families, "allowing," as he says, "seven to be a family, which seems, from all the eYidence. to be a fair estimate.''
There is no evidence whatever to that effect.
Mr. Bell, in his report, (No. 663, 1st session 24th Congress, p. 8,) wish
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ing to arrive at a minimum number of probable claimants, and takiuf!
Armstrong's census as a guide, sa.y s '' six souls to a family would be a
fair estimate among savages, and this would give 759 as the number of
heads of families yet residing east of the Mississippi. Computing the
numl>er of families upon the supposition that each family, upon an average, consists of seven souls, which 'would probably exceed the true proportion among any uncivilized race, the number of heads of families yet in
the ceded territory will be 650."
This number seven, which he finds in Mr. Bell's report, and nowhere
else, and which is there mentioned as one "which would probably exceed
the true proportion," .Mr. Bamlfield adopts as " a fair estimate" of the
size of a Choctaw family.
He does not notice-perhaps did not see-the answer in the same report (p. 13) of George W. Martin, the United States locating agent, to
the question," what is the average number of Choctaws to the head of
a family?" "Taking the families for whom locations have been made
as the basis of a calculation, the number of Choctaws to each head
would be about four. I think it a fair estimate to adopt that number."
The estimate, however, of Mr. Everett, quoted by Mr. Banfield, (p. 7,)
of 6-f70 to each head of family, is not without some apparent show of
reason, based as it is upon the census of oue of the districts, Nittockache, which shows an aggregate of 5,112 persons, which, ou counting
the lines, will be found to be divided into 758 families, giving au average of 6-i0 to each family. (7 Pub. Lands, p. 60.) Mushulatnbbee district shows, in like manner, au average of 6-fc?o, and Le Flores an average of 6-fio to the family, the largest average being in Nittockache
<listrict. which Mr. Everett takes as an indication of the whole.
But the slightest examination of the census would haYe shown either
Mr. Everett or Mr. Banfield that it does not furnish the data for correctly estimating the number of Choctaws in a family.
l1.,or example, in the district he selected for his calculation, Nittockachee, Charles Juzan is put clown as having a family of twenty-six; but
in the margin it is stated that twenty of them were slaves. So, too,
with Zadock Brashears, twenty-one in family, fourteen being slaves;
and so, too, in other like cases, where there are slaves, which certainly
ought to be omitted in any calculation of the size of an Indian family.
This element, of course, might be eliminated, but there is another not
so ~asily disposed of: for example, the case of Fittimatubbee, (page 43,)
with 22 in family; Tushkabee, (page 45,) with 23; Rocha, (page 55,) 22;
and various others, ranging from 10, an unusually large number, up to
20. In the absence of any information in the margin, we c>an only conjecture the truth, not only from a general knowledge of the subject, but
from the light afforded by Captain William Armstrong's occasioualnotes
in the margin of the census he made of Mushnlattubbee district. For instance, opposite Captain Holatta's name, (on page 80,) with 22 in family,
be says "his sou and son-in-law lived with him." Again, opposite
Kanjetubbce, (on the same page,) with 20 in family, he says ''village of
3 houses." Again, of Opuubintubbee, 28 in family, he says "five women
lived here who had children."
No similar marginal explanations appear on either of the other rolls;
but the real truth, if it could be ascertained, would show that the families in none of the districts averaged five in number.
What the actual average is any one can find out by referring to th~
pay-rolls of Choctaw aunnities on tile in the Second Auditor's Office.
On consulting some of the rolls, taking at random, those for the years
1842 and 1844, as the investigations east were in progress during those
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years, · I find that in Nittockache district, (now called Pushmataha,)
there were, in 1842, 755 families, numbering ~,971, average 319-!050 ; and
in 1844, 784 families, numbering 3,177, average 4 1 g~ij-: and that the
average number of persons to each family in the nation was, in 1842,
414"?frf0 , and in 1844, 41V060 ; the larg-est average of any one district in
either year being 4-!03080 .
Any other Choctaw pay-rolls will show pretty much the same result.
Now, if we take the official report of the Choctaws in Mississippi, in
1844-7,000-and divide that number by 1,585, the number of claims
presented, we find the average to be 41401<h to each head of a fatnily,
corresponding with the general average throughout the nation to a degree that precludes the idea of fraud in that feature of the case.
WARD'S REGISTER.

If the Indian remained in the ceded territory five years after the treaty,
and bad never emigrated, what other o~jection is there to his titl~ ~
A condition precedent to his obtaining land under the 14th article
waR, that be should signify his intention of remaining to the United
States agent, 'vbo was required by the War Department, (but not by
the treaty, as Mr. Banfield erroneously alleges, (p. 5,) to keep a register
of all who thus signified. Out of the 1,585 families who remained, the
agent only registered sixty-nine. The Choctaws alleged that it was his
fault that the others were not registered. As a conclusive reply to this
allegation, 1\.fr. Banfield refers to Ward's testimony under oath before a
committee of the Mississippi house of representatives in 1835, that he
'' uever refused to register any Indian claimant when application was
made according to the treaty," Mr. Banfield and Mr. \Yard both forgetting the letter which Mr. Banfield must have seen in 8th Indian Removals1 p. 493, written by Mr. Ward to the vVar Department, June 21,
1831, in which be says, "there are many more who wished to stay fiye
years than were expected. There were upwards of two hund1·ed per;jons
frorn one section of cmtntry applied a few days since at a great couucil
held near this place. I put them off, as I did believe they were advised
to that course by designing men, who were always opposed to the
treaty."
·
There is not only abundant evidence from other sources, outside of
\Yard's written statement, to establish the general fact of refusal, constant and oft-repeated, but there is also proof, as will be hereafter
shown, that in some cases actually registered, he either lost or destroyed
the record.
,.
~~
Messrs. Murray and Vroom, who were appointed commissioners to in-Yestigate claims under this article: say in their report, dated July 31,
1838, that, "By the treaty of 1830, it became the duty of the Government to appoint an agent, immediately after its ratificatiou, to receive
the proof of intention to remain in the country, and take the benefit of
the treaty stipulations.
·
''It appears from documents furnished the board that the treaty was
made on the 27th September, 1830, rmd ratified 24th February, 1831.
Col. Wm. Ward, the United States agent, was instructed by the Department of War, on the 21st day of May, to receive the applications
of the Indians to take the benefit of the 14th article of the treaty. This
letter was probably a fortnig·ht or three weeks on its way to the agency.
From the proofs offered to the board, it appears that the office was open
for busiuess in the latter part of June. Thus the time allowed the Iuclian to signify his intention to remain in the country and take the,ben-
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efit of the treaty stipulations, insteatl of six months, as allowed by the
treaty, was reduced to about two months.
.
"From the great mass of proof offered to the l)Oard, there can be no
doubt of the entire unfitness of the agent for the station. His conduct
on many occasions was marked by a degree of hostility to tlle claims
calculated to deter the claimants from making application to him. His
manner to the Inrlian8 coming before him for registration was often arbitrary, t,yrannical, and insulting, and evidently intended to drive them
west of the Mississippi against their will, and in violation of the letter
and spirit of the treaty. * * It is in proof, also, that the agency
house w;-ts very remote from the great body of the nation, and that it
was inconvenient to the Indians, on that account, to make personal application to him at that place."
The Committee of Indian Affairs of the House of Representatives,
in their very elaborate r:eport upon these claims, presented to the House
of Representatives by the Hon. John Bell, in J\1ay, 1836, say that "All
the el!~barrassments which haye arisen in the execution of this article
of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek, and tlle only question of any
difficulty now presented for the decision of Congress, will appear, upon
a full consideration of the subject; to have originated in the neglect of
the agent, whose dut;y it was to receive and register all applications for
reservations under that article, and in the policy pursued by the Government of bringing the lands in the Choctaw district into market before the number and location of the claims, under this article of the
treaty, were ascertained and adjusted." (Rep. No. 633, H. R., 24th
Oong., 1st sess., p. 1.)
After giving various iustanees of the omission of the agent to perform
his duty in receiving applications, tile committee add, tllat "tllere are
many circumstances which show that all the agents in the employment
of the Government, in carrying tllis treaty with the Choctaws into execution, discouraged all applications for reservations under the 14th article; and Col. Ward is stated to have advised the removing agents to
threaten them with punishment if they did not emigrate."
THE CHARGE OF FRAUD.

Tlie greater part of page 10 of Mr. Banfield's letter is devoted to the
" support "-he does not call it evidence-of the general charge of frauJ,
which he introduces to sustain the position assumed by Mr. J. F. H.
Claiborne, in November and December, 1843, respecting transactions
then in progress, and claims then pending before the commission of
wllich Mr. Claiborne was a member, for scrip to be issued iu place of
land for Indians whose reservations had been sold bv the United States.
Comm.issioner Claiborne's position was ''that a double fraud was being
perpetrated, first, in presenting claims which had no validity; second,
in defrauding the Inuians of those very claims when allowed." (P. f-0.)
One would suppose that the "support" of this position was to be
fonnd on the spot where, and at the time when, this double fraud was
being perpetrated, namely, in the fall of 1843, when the applicants for
scrip were presenting their claims, and at or near the place where the
adjudicating commissioners were receiving the testimony.
But instead of that kind of '' support"-relating directly to the fraud,
or any part of it, then and there ''being perpetrated," the only kind of
any value-nine-tenths of Mr. Banfield's eitations, on page 10, are
extracted from the evidence before alluded to, taken by the Mississip11i
house of representatives in 1836, and from the letters of Samuel G'1in,
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register at the Choccbuma land.office, charging that there was then, in
the year 1835, a plan ou foot to locate Choctaw claimants ou rich lauds
where the.v did not live, in place of the poor land where they did li\rea charge not embraced in Mr. Claiborne's position. Although these
letters base no bearing upon Mr. Claiborne's charges, they will be referred to !Jereafter in another connection.
EYen Mr. Claiborne, who describes himself as risking his life in his
determination to expose the frauds practiced before his eyes, instead of
pointing out a single fraudulent case presented to the board of which
he was a member, has uothing better to offer than the resolutiou .of the
Mississippi legislature, passed seven years before, and relating, not to
the cfaims presented in 1843, which were almost exclusively for scrip,
but to "claims for the richest and most valuable portions of the unsold
Uhoctaw land~," which, if consummated, will be ''oppressive'! in" their
operation on the freemen of Mississippi,'' aiHl "will rob Mississippi of
her just and inalienable right to her five per cent. on the amount which
ought to accrue from the valuable land thus reserved." (Doc. 168, p.
156.)
Instead of speci~ying any particular. case, or producing any evidence
of the truth of what be says was going on before the board of which he
was a member, Mr. Claiborne writes to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, on the 20th November, 1843, that ''in three months' riding
through the St.ate," if he had authority, he ''could collect evideuce to
invalidate mo~t of these claims." (lb., p. 166.)
Mr. Banfield does a little better. 11 lwugh nine-tenths of the references
on page 10, by which Mr. Claiborne is "supportedt relate to a totally
different state of affairs, and to allegations made before the first investigation was instituted by the Government, and seven or eight years
before the time he speaks of: the remaining tenth relates to matter that
was contemporaneous, to the point, and, most of it, from men on the
spot, who professed to know what they were talkiug about, namely:
The Poindexter protest.
Tlie letter of R. H. Grant.
The letter of .T. B. Hancock.
The letter of Robert J. Walker.
Tbe protest of Messrs. E. W. B. Kirksey and James Poindexter, and
the letter of Mr. R. H. Grant, present curious coiucidenees.
The authors in each instance ma<le wholesale charges of fraud, offered
to prove their allegations, declined to appear voluntarily, though repeatediy urged by the examining board and by tlJe claimants to do
so; and, when finally put on tlJe stand by compulsory process, did not
know anything against the claims, and could not produce any one that
did. (Doc., 168, p. 82.)
Grant, who had lived among the Choctaws before the . treaty, and
traveled through their country for years afterwards, and who offered to
saYe millions for t.lJe Government if it would only give him $30,000 "to
employ . counsel," (1:b., p. 87,) wheu finally compelled, reluctantly, to
testHy, was asked tlle question, "Do you know df any fraud committed
or attempted to lJe committed upon the Goverument of the U uited
States by any Indian or class of Indians, or their agents?" He answered,
1
(Ib., pp. 94, 95.)
,
' I do n·o t."
Mr. J. B. HanC<lCk was satisfied a stupcn<lous fraud was on hand;
could sa\-e ever so much, from half a million to a million and a half;
but, like Mr. Grant, he wanted to be paid. (lb., p. 140.)
1\Ir. Hancock was one of the witnesses Messrs. Kirksey and Poiudex-
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ter referred to, (ib., p. 19,) whose evidence was obtained with difficulty,
and amounted to nothing. (Ib., p. 82.)
One more of the documents, by which Mr. Claiborne's position i:s
"supported," remains to be noticed: the letter of Hon. Robert .T.
WalkAr, at that time a Senator in Congress from Mississippi. As ·Mr.
Banfield seems to consider it very important, referring to it twice, (on
pp. 9 and 10,) I copy it in full, from page 41 of Document 168, taking
tile liberty of putting one sentence in italics. It speaks for itself:
_JACKSON, May 10, 1843.
DEAR Sm: Since my arrival here reports have reached me that great frauds are now
beiug perpetrated upon the Government and the commissioners under the act of Congress
for the adjustment of the Choctaw claims. These reports are, that it will be attempted to
prove that there are eight thousand IndianJ now in Mississippi entitled to claims; whereas
it is alleged that the real number is not near so great. I know nothing of the truth or falsehood of these reports, uor !tave I any means of ascertai11ing t!te facts. Indeed, I do not know,
except by rumor, who are the holders of these claims, or what is the nature of the contract
between them and the Indians. It is due, however, in my opinion, as an act of justice, as
Vl··ell to the Government as to the individuals implicated in these reports, that they should
be investigated immediately. Permit me, then, to suggest the appointment forthwith of
some agent of undoubted firmness and integrity, with instructions to proceed immediately
to this State, and take an accurate eensus of all the Indians, and identify them with those
presenting claims, so as to prevent any fraud or imposition, if any should be attempted, and
if not, to put an end to reports so inJluious to the reputation of the holders of these claims.
Yvurs, with the highest respect,
R .. J. WALKER.
His Excellency JOHN TYLER,
President of t!te United States.

,

CON'l'RACTS WITH ATTORNEYS.

In August, 1843, the commissioners, Claiborne and Graves, employed
the Hon. T. J. Word, agent in behalf of the United States, to collect
evidence of fraud. He had represented Mississippi in Congress; was
recommended in the highest terms by the board, and as strongly indorsed by the Department. Six weeks after his appointment he sends
certaiu coutracts made by Choctaws for the conveyance of part of their
14tli-article reservations before the end of the five years prescribed uy
the treaty, being contracts "by which the Choctaws employ attorneys
to obtain for them the benefits of the 14th article of the treaty." He
sends them because he is confideut that if there is any fraud in ''this
busiuess, it is to be found in these contracts," as be "has not a doubt
that it was always the bona-fide intention of the Indians who are now
here to remain and avail themselves of the provisions of the 14th article
of the t.reaty." (Doc. 163, p. 117.)
From the report of Commissioners Murray and Vroom he learns that
one of the attorneys, Colonel Fisher, bad given them a copy of these
contracts, and that they had decided that they had nothing to do with
them. He also finds that, though the Department had copies, it had
given uo instructions in regard to them. He is therefore left to his own
judgment, which is, that to bring them within the meaning of the law
they should be such as would enable the vendee to dispossess the
grantor, and Lhus prevent him from complying with the requirement of
the treaty-to remain five years. Only two of the contracts, he says,
confer that power. (Ibid.)
As the existenee of these contracts was the reason assigned for Mr.
Claiborne's subsequent denunciations, which Mr. Banfield condenses
and supports, (pp. 9 and 10,) the fact should not be overlooked that
some of the copies were obtained from the attorneys themselves.
"Through the politeness of Colonel John B. Forester, aud his infia-
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ence with Colonel Cobb," Mr. vVord obtained one copy, (Doc. 168, p.
115 ;) another "by permission of Judge Wright," (p. 116,) also an attorney; aud, as above stated, Colonel Fisher, an attorney, had fti.rnished
the commissioners Murray and Vroom with copies, (p. 117.)
In his letter to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, of May 20, 1843,
Mr. Claiborne tlllls speaks of some of the same attorneys he afterward
denounced: "The Ron. S. S. Prentiss, the Hon. John B. Forester, and
the Ron. John I. Guion, gentlemen of the highest personal and professional distinction in this State, the two former well known in Congres8,
and the last now a senator in our legislature, and equally distinguished
as a judge and as a lawyer;'' (p. 46.) Judge Guion was afterward Governor of Mississippi.
In the same letter he speaks of Colonel Forester's "characteristic
modesty'' and ''high sense of honor." ·
Six months afterward, writing to the same Commissioner of Indian
.Affairs, he speaks of '' one John B. Fore$ter." This was two days before sending to the Vicksburg Sentinel the article published as editorial, in which he denounced the claims then pending before the board,
of which he was a member, praised his own noble conduct, exhorted
himself to be firm, and, in the grossest terms, abused the attorneys, especially Colonel Forester, who challenged him, .as also did Mr. Prentissfacts mentioned by Mr. Banfield, who says nothing about the abusive
publication, or about Claiborne's notifying Colonel Forester that he
held himself responsible, all of which is part of the same record, (pp. ·
149, J54,) but leaves it to be inferred that Mr. Claiborne was challenged for his judicial acts in the court-room, which was the re~sou ·
he himself assigned for refusing to accept the challenge.
Mr. Claiborne'~ allegations respecting the immense profits accruing
to Colonel Forester out of the 14th-article claims are notoriously the
reverse of the truth. He spent large sums in prosecuting them, for
which he had realized little or nothing when death put an end to his
prospects of payment for either services or expenses.
The general effect which the existence of contracts with attorneys
had upon the 14th-article claims is clearly set forth in Mr. Bell's report:
''The objection to · these claims that bas grown out of the fact that
white men, and principally known speculators in the public lands, •
have been the agents of the Indians in arranging and bringing forward the proofs of their title to reservations, and that they are unuerstood to haYe stipulated for the enormous compensation of one-half
the lands which may be seeured by their exertions, wltile it increases
the probability that frauds have been practiced in the case of numerous individuals, where the temptation was so great and the cupidity
of the agents so absorbing, yet it affords no decisive presumption
that a large proportion of these claims are not well founded. Most
of tbe Indians are grossly ig·norant, and, having once despaired of
their claims, it is v-ery probable that but few of them possessed the
intelligence and energy to have asserted them if they had not been
prompted and assisted by the interested activit,y of white men. Nor
ought the interference of these white men, or their lucrative expectations, to prejudice any claim which is otherwise well supported,"
&e., &c. (Rep. No. 663, H. R., 24th Gong., 1st Sess.)
It is quite evident that if the original applications had been properly received and registered, no attorneys would have been necessary.
It is equally evident that without the aid of attorneys the Indians
would never have got anything. The Government, after driving the
Indian into a position in which he was forced either to abandon his
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claims or employ attorneys to prosecute them, could not, in common
honesty, evade their p<:tyment by taking shelter behind an evil of its
own creation. It could not, with any show of jw~tice, take advantage of its own wrongful act.
1'HE "RELEASE."

Mr. Banfield lays great stress on the "release'; copied at the end of
his letter; and on page 20 be says: "There is this great fact, hitherto
studiously kept in the background b.v the claimants, that in 1852, ·in
consideration of the payment at that time of outstanding scrip amounting to $872,000, the nation guaranteed that no more claims should. ever
be made under tlle 14th article." The words, "in cousiueration," wlJich
I have italicized, suggest the reply obvious to any one Laving the slightest knowledge of the faets. There was no consideration for that r0lease.
If there bad been any of the elements of a contract or bargain about· it;
if it bad not been what the lawyers call a nudmn pactum, I should not
be here to-day asking Congress to pay what I regard as a tlebt jnstly
due to the 14th-article claima:pts. If Mr. Banfield bad examined the
debates in the House of Representatives when the appropriation requiring the release was made, be. would have seen that the release cut no
figure whatever in the 111atter. The objection to it \vas in part from a
mistaken notion that the claimants themselves wanted the investment
to stand, preferring interest to principal; and in part, because some o'f
them were stjll in Mis:sissippi, and that the money ought not to be pai1l
them till after they had emigrated. The strongest argument in favor
of the appropriation was from Mr. Geo. vV. Jones, of Tennessee, .who
said that the money was due, and that it was sound poliey to pay it and
stop the interest. (Globe~ July s, 1852, p. 1G89.)
It is a mistake to suppose that the release was studiously kept in
the background. It made little or no impression at the time, and was
soon forgotten. Many of the original "heads of families" had died.
The division of interest among heirs was a consbtntly recurring aud increasing source of trouble. The parties interested, all new-comers,
asked the council, composed. almost exclusively of old settlers, to get the
;pri11cipal for them. :McKinney and Le Flore, bot.h ol<l settlers, were
(lelegated for that purpose. ~rbey were tolu that the release clause,
which was added to the appropriation by Mr. Sebastian at the request
of Mr. Bunter, of Virginia, was practically a simple receipt for the
money paid. The council knew nothing of the merits of the case, and
executed the release as a matter of course, without consulting the claimants.
For my own part, not being in the council at the time, I never heard
of it until long after the treaty of 1855 had been made.
But when I did hear of it, so far was I or any one· of my co-delegates
from desiring to bave it "studiously kept in the background," that in a
statement of our case, printed in 1857, for the use of any Senator who
c.ould be induced to read it, and exhibiting the particular items constitiug the Uhoctaw claim, we caused the "release" to be set forth in the
following words :

in~rest,

In July, 1852, Congress directed that the payment of
as directed by the act of
March, J 845, before referred to, should cease; and that, 'n place thereof, the principal
8hould be paid over to the Indian claimants. At the same .imkl a full discharge was· reqnired from the Choctaw council for all demands of the elaimants in question( under the
14th article of the treaty of IS:~o. This discharge was executed by the council, although it
was uot authorized by the claimants, (who were private individuals,) to compromise thPJr
rights in any manner, nor was there any con~ideration of any sort) expressed or implied,
either for requiring or executing the discharge.
:~d
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It was reprinted last fall, anu may be found on page 71 ofn pamphlet
entitled. "The Choctaw Nation 'rs. The U nitecl States," prepared for distribution among members of Congress before tile appearance of Mr.
Banfield's letter.
l\fr. Banfield says, that by this release "the nation guaranteed that
no more claims sllonld C\'er be made under the 14th article,' 1 as it "forever barred" aJl claims under that article by an~ · body. No such guarantee was ever required or thought of, much leRs executed. The release
expressly refers to the amount.s awar(letl certain elaiman~s, and saJS
that the final payment and sati~faetion of said awards shall be ~'a final
release of all claims of such parties." What parties~ Manifestly, parti~s
who have bad awards. Very certainly," sucll parties" do not mean
parties who have nmrer had any "amounts awarded" them.
That this release was not regarded at· the time by the Congress which
required it, or by the Indian Departme11t, as affecting those 14th-article
claimants t~ whom no awards bad been made, is evident from other proceedings in the same and in the next ensuing session. The clause appropriating $872,000, and req niring the release, was passed by the
Senate on the 24th May, 1852. aud in the House on the 8th July. On
the lOth August an amendment, offered by Mr. Sebastian, was added
in the Senate to the Indian appropriation bill, extending the benefits of former acts, and authorizing the issue of scrip to the Choctaw
reservation claimants under the 14th art iele, known as "Bay Indians."
This amendment was discussed pretty fully in the House on the 26th
,August, and opposed by the chairman of tl.Je Committee of Ways and
1\fe.ans, Mr. Houston, who had applied to the Departmeut for information
on the subject, and evidently u11derstood it. But Lle said nothing about
the "'release" proviso, although it was part of an amendment which he
hadbimselfad vocated, after careful examination six weeks before. AsMr~
Brown, of Mississippi, ::.;aid, (p. 2362,) the Committee of \Vays and Means
opposed the prodso for the Bay Indians, simply bPcause tlley ought to
ba\'e made known their claims at an earlier day. The absurd idea that
the claimants were barred by an approp1iation for the henetit of other
JHUties does not seem to have occurred to any one in the 8euate or in
the Honse, either on that occasion, or afterwards: on the 23d of February, 1853, when the House of Hepresentati\·es amended the pending
Indian appropriation hill by a further extension of t.he benefits of former
acts to other 14th-article claimants. Tl1is amendment had ~eeu submitted bv the Honse Committee:;: of Indian Affairs to tlle head of the
Indian Office, 'lbo recOJl•mended its passa~e on tlle ground of " impartial justice." (Globr, Feb. 23, 1~53, p. SOU.)
.
Tlle addition of such a clause to an appropriation bi11, at such a time
and under snch circumstances, being less than four months after the
council had executed Uw release, less than eight after the passage of
the act requiring it, in the form preseribed by the Commis~ioner of lmiian
Affairs, shows conclnsively that ueitiler Uongress nor that officer regarded it as having any connection with claims previously rejected.
How the Choctaws regard the release, as affecting auy subsequent
demand of these claimants who received the $87~,000, may L>e illustrated
by the familiar case, frequently oc~urring in every-day life, of a receipt
in full attached to a merchant's bill or account; good undoubtedly for
the items it specifies, but not as against any that may llappen to be
accidentally omitted. An honest cnsto111er, eouseious of haviug reeei \·ed
the articles, would not for a momeut dispute !tis obligation to pay, no
matter what might be tlle wordiug of the receipt.
H. Mis. 94--2
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Their view of the 14th-article claims is lH~st expressed by stating the
case of a debtor to the Government, wlwse assets are in the hands
of the Solicitor of the Treasury. Among them he finds a claim on
an agent who bad. sold 1,200 acres of land for his principal, receiving
$1,500 for the same on the 1st of January, 1836. On the 1st of July,
1848, be pays what is equal to $102, and shortly after, $750. Tbe Solicitor, Mr. Banfield, calls for a settlement, and is met with a receipt in
full of all demands, signed, not by the principal, but by an attorney
sent to collect the $'750. Mr. Banfield. naturally inquires whether there
bad been any payment of interest . on the $1,500 for the twelYe years
their agent held it before the first pa;yment, or any settlement of or reference to the difference between the $852 be paid. and the $1,500 be received'
No; the agent bad said the $750 closed up everything, requiring areceipt in full; which the attorney, supposing it was all right, bad given.
Would Mr. Banfield, in behalf of the United States, standiug in the
shoes of the principal, admit the Yaiidity of such a settlement~ Certainly not. He would insist upon goiug behind the receipt, and enforcing the obligation of the agent to account fully to his principal, 1st, for
legal interest from the day he received the $1,500 up to the day of payment; 2d, for the difference between $852 and $1,500, namely, $648;
and, 3d, for the interest on $648 till paid.
·
Such a settlement would charge the agent with18:36. Jan. J. Cash received for 1,200 acres of land ____ ·-------- ·------ __ ____ $1,50U Otl
1848. July 1. Credit by cash ..••• . -------------- - ------··------------ $ 102
Credit by cash .................. __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750
852 0(}
Leaving a balance unpaid of-------- ______ ------ ...... -·--"- .... ---1848. July 1. For interest on $ 1,500 from January 1, 18:36, to date,
J 21 years, a.t 6 per cent.. . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1, 125 00
1859. Jan. 1. For 10~ years' interest on $648 ...... ------------ __ _
408 24

648 00

---

1,533 24

1859. Jan. 1. Balance due----·- .... ---------------------- ...... ____ ------

1,181 24

The difference betwen the case thus presented. and the Choctaw case,
as presented to the Senate in 1858, is this:
The Cl10ctaw charged as above for his land ........... " ....... .. _ .... _. __ . . . . $ 1, 500 00
Less payments as above in July, 184SH ---- ----·· ............ ---- ...... ---852 00
Leaving as above an unpaid balance of. ........... _.........• ........
To which he added, for 12t years' interest, from January 1, lt:l:36, to July l,
Hl48,* at 5 per ceut., instead of 6 .... ---·--· ...... ------------ ____ ------ __

648 00

Making an ag-gregate charge of ......... _...... _. _... _......... _........ _ . .
The balanee due on the case above stated i;; .... ------ .... ...•.. .... .... ....

1, 585 fiU
2, H:ll ~4

The difference being ....... ~ ................................. - ... - ..
Being, 1st. difference between 5 and 6 per cent. on $1,GOO, 12-t years .. $187 50
And 2d, interest on unpaid ~alance not charged b_y Choctaws ...... _.. 408 24

595 74

937 50

595 74

Tl1at the Chocta·ws were eutitled to a sett1en~ent, on the principle set
forth in the above case of a debtor to the United States, was the opinion
of the B.on. Jolm C. Spencer, Secretary of War, who, on the 9th March,.
1842, jn a report to the Senate Committee on Iudian Affairs, says:
*For convenience of ill11~tration the $872,()()0 appropr iation in 1852 i~ aPsnmed to have been p aid July 1
1848, as t.hat day represents a fair average date of payment of both scrip and intere~t to the claiman t,..
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As the 14th article guaranteed a reservation of so much from the quantity ceded as should
be necessary to satisfy the claims arising under it, and stipulated that the land thus reserved
should be applied accordingly, the Government became a trustee of the land for that purpose.
The sale of the land by the Unite<l States cannot vary the nature of the trust; on the contrary, it attaches to the proceeds of such salE\ which in truth belong to the Choctaws who
were or might become entitled to the land which bas been thus converted into money. It
is submitted, therefore, that the Govemment luls rightfully no other power or control over
those proceeds than over otlJer trust-funds, and that they ought not to be applied to any
other purpose than the u se and benefit of tho se to whom they belong. (Senate Doc. 188,
27th Cong., 2d sess., p. 3.)

This principle Mr. Sebastian regarded as correct, and evidently bad it
in view, when lle said that "no less sum than $3,333,5G0.85 would ever
be adjudged by a court of justice to lJe due and owing, under the award
of the Senate, upon the most strict rules of construction, against the
Choctaws.''
In examining the subject, lle learned officiall.), from the Secretary of
the Interior, that 1,400,1GO acres belonging to the 14th a.rticle claimants
bad lJeen sold by the Govern meHt for $1,750,200 . .
The rate of interest the Government was then paying was six per cent., whi0b,
on $1,750,200, from ht January, 18:36, to 1st July, 1848, the average time of
scrip payment, twelve years and six months, was. __ .................. - ... $1,:312,650
Ascertaining also from the De-;:>artment that $l 18,400 was all that the claimants
realized fur 700,080 acres of scrip, which at par would be $875,100, he charged
the difference between par value and what the Indian realized ............. .
756,700
476,721
Upon which 10~ yeart>' interest, at 6 per cent. . ........................... .
Making an aggregate for scrip claims ........................ ·----------- .. 2,!'>46, 07L
He also learned that the rejected claims of 292 families were for 324,320 acres, sold for $1.25 per acre, or._ •... ---- .. ---- . ----- --.- .. $~05, 400
Interest from 1st January, 1836, to 1st January, 1859, :l~ years, at 6
per cent. ___ . ____ . __ . _ . _. __ . __ : ___ . _. ____ . _.. _ .. _........... _ 559, 452
----964, R5·:!
Making aggregate due under 14th article .......... ---------------------- ..

:~,

510,923

This sum, to say nothing of other items under other treaties and beads
of account, Mr. Sebastian no doubt believed would be much nearer the
amount tllat could be recovered in the courts than the sum of $2,332,560,
reported as proper to be paid. When be spoke of the actnal value
of tlte reservations lost being much larger," probably three or four times
as large," be doubtless acted on information such as that given hy the
witness Mr. Banfield so extensively quotes, Mr. Claiborne, (Doc. 168, p.
54,) that the reservations would, in many instances, '"have brought $30,
and e\·en $30 per acre." An average of $5 per acre would have brought
tbe claimants $8,622,400, very nearly four times as much as the stun reported by the committee. The claim actually presented to the Senate
by the Choctaws, under the 14th article, was for $3,658,994.70, being
$326.433.85 more than the award of the Senate.
Banfield would probably object that the two cases I have stated
are not parallel. True, they are not. The one case is that of an agent
authorized to sell. The other is the case of a trustee selling in direct
violation of a pledge to hold for the real owner, and selling in such
manner as to damage him seriously.

Mr.

'l'HE SHUK-H.A.-NATyHES.

In further illustration of the working of this breach of faith, I will
give an - ontline of the facts respeeting the Indians of one particular
band, selected not be·cause their case was any harder or more aggTavated
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than that of several other much larger hands, but because the evidence
in tlH·ir favor is more accessible, au<l also for the additional renson, that
the,v happen to present one of the few instances in which Mr. Banfield's
statenwnts are aecurate, and to a. certain exte11t corrol)Qtative. I refer
to the 108 cases of Shnk-ha-uatche Indians, which he mentions, on page
16, as suspel)ded for want of maps to identify their land, subsequently
allowed uy the Secretary of \Nar, (Gov. Marc.r,) uncler authority given
by Congress, August 3, 1846. Tllis much he states correctly.
Their chief, Little Leader, an active, restless, self-reliant -character,
wrote to the Secretary of \Var, long lJefore it was knowu that the treaty
was ratified, that he wantetl to stay. (8 Indian Removals, 283.) He
seems to have taken particular pains to make the impression that he
and all his people meant to stay, for it is so uoted opposite his name
in Armstro11g's eensus, beiug the only iustance of the kind. He went
• in person to the ageut., \Vard, to be registered, and his people went with
him. He assisted in giviug their names and their children's, and saw
the agent write them down. (7 Public Lands, 603.) Sm·eral other persons testify that they saw the Shuk-ha-natches there for that purpose,
and supposed they were registered. (Ib., 633, 634.) Yet their uames
could uot be found. Other Shuk-ha-natche names, registered at au other
time and place, appear, and so does the I.1ittle LeaLler's. But the names
of those who were with him, and which he helpe<). to give in on that occasion, were not in tlle book.
Here was a case apparently free from diffici1lty. The Indian undoubtedly signified ·'' his intention to the agent witJiin six months from the
ratification of the treaty," a11u by its tenus was" thereupon entitled to a
reservation."*
, But the President decided that noue were to be recognized as reservees whose names were not 'ltpon lifTard's Register. The treaty says nothing of any record or register-imposes no such condition. Yet Mr. Banfield says ''this decision was in exact accordance with the terms of the
treaty,'' (p. 5.)
The efiect of this decision, wholly unwarranted by the treaty, was to
depriv<.", for the time being, uiueteeu-twentietbs of the Choctaws remainiug· in Mississippi of the benefits of the 14th article. TheSbuk-ha-natches
lost their laud aud their homes, for which they obtained no indemnity
wJJatever until tbe summer of Hi4H, fifteen ,years after their application
to the ageut, V\Tard, when for each section of laud they recei·red a half
section of scrip, wllich yielded them an average of se\'enteen cents an
acre.
The hmds ou which they lived were offered for sale in October, 1833.
Having failed to secure their reservatious, tht>y were subjected to such
treatment as is described in the following deposition, taken in December, 1634, and transmitted to Congress by President Jackson in February, 1~05:
John Carter. Resides ncar the Slmk-ba-natches; being a remnant of the ~huk-ba
natcl es s«:>ttlement. In various instarll'es white settlers have come in, d.riven them out of
their houses and off their Iauds, and taken possession of both. In some cases, where these
Indiaus have spoken up fur their r ghts, these intruders have beaten and abtued them very
much. I have seen Indians with tbP, marks of violence on their persons a good while after
they were iuflided. In some cases the best lands of these people have been taken from
them and cove1ed with pre-emption claims. (23d Congress, 2d Sess, H. Doc. 13_,, p. 15.)
Anotller witness, Johu Walker, residing near the StJUk-ha-natches settlement, "knows
from Ids own observation, aud from ~eneral information, that these Indians ha\'e bPen very
much intiUded upon and ill-treated by certain white men. who want their lands. Some of
the tie Indian:. have been fo1 ced off their lands and cruelly treated by these intruders. He
"' bee J 4th a1 t., Treaty ltl30, ante, page 8.
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11ays, as h'e was on his way to Columbus a few weeks ago, an olil Indian ·woman came to
him rryi11g, and complaining that a man by the name of Yancy had driYc t her out of her
house, and would not let her even dig her potatoes, besides much other ill-usage.'' (lb.,
p. 15.)

Now, the question is, would it have been a fair settlement-would it
have atoned for this eviction and maltreatmeut, resulting from Government ueg1ect., to have paid the Shuk-ha-uatches $1.25 an acre in 18±6,
as an equivalent for the $1.25 au acre received in 1S33, thirteen years
before~ \Vould any man that reads these lines have been satisfied with
such a settlement in ltis own case~ Wonld he not have insisted upon
receiving, and. would not auy court have given him, as a matter of course,
nor merely interest on the priee of the laud, but also exemplary damnges
for the injury sustained in the lOSS of his home and his imprO\'ement "~
The Shnk-ba-natche considered himself entitled to damages, but instead of claiming them, as l1e might ha\'e dono, eo nornine, all that be
asked for w:1s interest, not at the current legal rate of six per cent., bnt
five; not from the land sale iu 1833, but from 1836, when his fee-simple
right under the treaty matured; not to the date of the award in 1859, •
nor even of l1is application in 1857, but only to be made good up to the
:fiual payment of the $873,000 appropriated in 1852. In making np the
account, e\'erythiug received from tlw Government was credited. The
interest charged was only for the peri0ds not included in former payments. None was claimed after 185.2, and the claim presented rested
upon the double basis of damages for the eviction, resulting from breach
of contract, and of undeniable right to the interest accruing upon the
trust-fund arising from tbe sale of the land. Under eitber bead he could
have recoYered from any private citizen a larger snm "than he asked for.
LCSSES ON SCRIP.

The claim of the Shuk-ha-natches for interest, presented on this
moderate, reasonable ground, far within what any white man would consider his just rlue under like circumstances, constitutes a little less than
two-thirds of wlmtthey ask for. The residue, somethiug over a third, is for
the difference between scrip and money-in other words the difference .
between the seventeen ceuts an acre they realizetl, and the $1.~5 they
were entitled to.
Mr. Banfield, alluding to this claim, and particularls to the order of
the Secretary of War, prohibiting the delivery of scrip until after the
claimant's arrival \Vest, says that the delivery was by law subject to the
discretion of tbe Secretary, and that discretion the whole history of the .
times proves was exercised for the benefit of the ln<lians. He h~s studied
the history of the times to very little purpose if be has failed to di::;cover
that the grea.t object of issuiug scrip was from first to last to remove the
Indian from the State of Mississippi, where tbe treaty ball secured him
permission to remain. Tbe act of 23d Augnst, 18!2, which authorized
it, provides that not more than half is to be delivered to the Indian '~until
after his remoYal to the Ch()ctaw Territory west of the lHississippi."
(Stat. at Large, vol. 5, p. 513.)
In the fall of 18±5, the Secretary of War directed that none of it should
be delivered until the Indian had departed, or was about to c1epart, on
Lis journey west.*
In the spring of 1847 the payment of any part of it was prohibited
until after the arrival of the claimant iu the Choctaw country west.
" It is made obligatory on these people that thPy must remove. or signify t 1 e·r inten
tion so to do, before any portion of the scrip dne them can be issued. (Ann. Rep. Com.
Ind . Aff., 1st sess. 29th Cong.)
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These proceedings, Mr. Banfield says, were "for the benefit of th e
Indians, and for the purpose of preventing the scrip from falling at once
into the bands of speculators."
They did not prevent the scrip from falling into the hands of speculators. How could they~ The scrip consisted of certificates authorizing
the entry of land in any one of the four States of Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, or Arkansas. Of what possible use could such certificates
be in the Indian Territory west, if it was not to sell to speculators~ If
the Secretary had wanted the Indians to do that verJ thing, he eould
not have more effectually attained his object.
On the other hand, these orders-issued for the sole purpose, whatever 'Mr. Banfield may thjnk-of iusuriug emigration, prevented the
Indian from doing the one thing Le had set his heart upon, and the only
thing be could do to secure any benefit from the scrip.
The contracts, wllicb. Mr. Claiborne regarJed as such strong proof
of fraud-meaning those which secure the attorneys half of all they recover-all contain stipulations that the half retained for the Indian suall
be locate(l near his residence; or if that cannot be done directly, that the
attorneys are to effect the object desired by exchanging other tracts for
lands that are near their residences. (Doc. 168, pp. 119, 120, 122, 125,
126.) One of the points Mr. Claiborne makes in his letter of November
14, 1843, to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, is that the attorneys
promised to locate these Indians in a body, by securing· lands for them
in Mississippi. (lb., p. 142.) He incloses the declaration of Cobb, a
leading Choctaw, (p. 145,) that Col. Forester had promised to secure for
his people a large tract of land in Leake or some other county; and he
claims the credit in that same letter, and in another of May 8, 1843, of
defeating all such plans by persuading the Indians to emigrate.
To the same effect is his statement, that he "with difficulty
di&suaded the Hon. Mr. Prentiss from withdrawing all his Hopahka
cases, (some two hundred and seventy,) and commencing actions
of ejectment in our courts against the citizens who purchased and occupied these Choctaw lands- a measure that would produce the most
violent excitement against the commission and the administration by
whose favor it exists and ·vdth wllich it is identified; a,ud which, by
recovering for the Indians land, and not scrip, would fix them here permanently, and thus defeat the cherished policy of Mississippi." (Doc.
168, p. 48.)
The Shuk-ba-natche cases were among the two hundred and se,·enty
Mr. Prentiss represented, and here we ha\·e the statement of the United
States commissioner that he used his influence to pl'event the Indian
fi·om recovering through the courts the land to -which he was entitled
under the treaty, because it would "defeat the cherished policy of
Mississippi."
•
Other instances occurred afterward, to _my certain knowletlge, of the
interference of Government officers to pre yen t tile Indians from locatingland in Mississippi for their own use with their serip. Plenty of proof
can l>e had that large numbers of Choctaws then iu Mississippi knew
how to use land much more profitably than they could scrip in a territory \Yhere it was available to no one. The Leaf River Indians, of
Toblee-Chubbee's party, referred to by Captain Armstrong in his report
of October 10, 1~46, as sober and industrious, living in comfortable
homes~ show clearly what might have been the condition of the Mississippi Choctaws gener::~Jly if their rights had been respected. A few of
the band referred to managed to secure their land, upon which they all
lived until their emigration in 1846. No one who saw those Indians
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then could, fol' a moment, ha ..~e believed that scrip in the Choctaw
country west was more desirable for them than land in their old homes.
In fact, a three-fold wroug was inflicted.
The 14th article guaranteed to those wishing to remain1st. Permission to do so.
4d. A reservation of land.
3d. A fee-simple grant at the end of fiye years.
The promise of a resen-ation was first broken.
Then, when the scrip was issued, it was done in such a manner as to-.
break the other two promises, as it was only deliverable on condition
that tlle claimant should not remain in Mississippi, and that he shoztld
go where a fee-simple grant was impossible; except, of course, such a
fee-simple as :Thfr. Banfield describes-a right of occupancy for life.
The scrip, then, apart from its manifest inferiority to the gold and
sihTer which the Government received for the land, was delivered in
such a mctnner as to damage the Indian instead of benefiting him: 1st,
by taking !Jim away from a country where he could make it available;
2d, by taking him to a country where be did not want to go, where it
was of no earthly nse to him, aud where it could, under no circumstances, command such a. price as in the States where it was receivable.
No reasonable man will deny that this constitutes a just claim for the
difference between what the Shuk-ha-natches realized and what the
Government received for the half• section which the scrip represented.
'fo allege, however, that seventeen cents an acre was all that couhl
have been obtained for .t he scrip in the Indian territory west would. be
a serious misrepresentation.
While the payment, or deliver,y, was in progress it was selling in the
adjoining State of Arkansas at from eighty to ninety cents an acre.
-wily the amount realized by the Indians fell so far short of that rate,
will appear from the following extract from the paper referred to on page
28, which was laid before the Senate wllcn the Choctaw case was first
presented~ ~tfter the ratification of the treaty of 1855:
From time to time, between the 1st of January, J,S45, and the 1st of January, 1852,
they received from the Government certificates authorizing each claimant to locate one-half
the quantity of land to which he was entitled, in any one of the four States of Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, or Arkansas. The emigration of the claimants to the Choctaw
country west of Arkansas, where the certificates could not be used, was made, by order of
the Indian Department, a condition precedent to their delivery.
If the Indian desired to sell his certificate in that region, he was in no case able to
realize tor it the market value, which, under the most favorable circumstances, was always
below par. _
But in nine cases out of ten the certificates were turned over to the a ttorneys who had
prosecuted the claims of the Indians, and who had generally paid them a small sum, rang~
ing from $50 to $:200 per section. In such cases the difference between this sum and the
ma:·ket value of the certificates must be regarded as t;he amount paid by the Indians for
securing their claims; though more than one-funrth of the whole quantity was paid to the
attorne_vs without any compensation beyond the serviees they had already rendereJ.
How it was that the Government forced tbe Indian either to relinquish his rights ur employ
some one to establish them will presently appear.

This who1e difficulty might have heen ayoiderl, the trouble an<l expense of removal west obviated, and the $872~000 approptiation saved,
by simply allowing the Choctaw claimants to locate their scrip on the
unso~d remainder of the cession of 18~30, amply sufficient for t;he purpose, as it exceeded four millions of acres in 1859~ while the scrip
'claims, both rejected and allowed, were less than 1, 725,000 acres. Such
a course would have satisfied the Indians, and those employed to aid
them, without taking one dollar out of the Treasury. It would have
-complied with the treaty, by permitting them to remain in Mississippi,
.•
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if it diu not secnm their improvements. And the problem of Indian
civilization wonld have been rendered more easy of solution bj' the experience of the Leaf River Choctaws of Smith County, and other individual instances in Leake County and elsewhere of full-blooded
Choctaws, fortunate enough to secure a little land, wbo were becoming
cotton planters, and rapidly changing their condition for the better
umler the influence of tlw white man's laws, nntil their progress was
stopped by a removal that benefited no one, while it nearly destroyed
the emigrants by the disease and mortality always attendant npon the
process of acelimation.
O'l'IJER SCRIP CLAIMANTS .

.I have gone thus fu11y into the Shuk-ha-natche claims, u.v way of illustration, not only becau:se the facts were intlisputaule, but because most
of them coulu be easily -verified by referring t.o official papers among the
printed public documents. There were other Imlians who, like the Shukha-natches, had been registered, and whose names could not afterwards
be foull(], how mauy I do not know; but that the number must have
been considerable is shown by the following extract from a report made
by the Hon. T. Hartley Crawford, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to
.1\'Ir. Secretary Spencer, on the 7th l\f~rcb, 1843:
The agent of tbe Government, Colonel vVard, unfortunately so mt-~,naged his business
tbat it is left almost entirely to oral testimony to prove the names of those who applied for
registration within the six months, and the signification of their intention to remain and become citizens of the States. That he kept a book about fo'olscap size, containing two or
three quires of paper, and "'hich was almost filled with names of persons registereu, is
proved; and it is also proved that this book was afterward partially torn up and used as
shaving-paper, was left out in the weather, anu finally was sent to one of the Folsoms ,
after which nothing more was heard of it. (Doc. Hi::l, pp. 77, 73.)

Two quires of foolscap, allowing only 20 to the page, would easily
hold 3,8UO names, equal to 930 families. My impression is, that it was
not alleged that anything like that number were actually registered. Of
the 1,585 families claiming under the 14th article, by far the largest portion consisted either of those whom the agent refused to register, as in
tile instance be reported to the Secretary of "\Yar, in which he refused
200 at one time, (ante, p. 19,) or of those who were (leterred from making
application by such tlJreats as are indicated in the following extract
from the report of the House Committee of Indian Affairs. (No. 663,
1st session 24th Congress, p. 43.)
One of the witnesses examined by the locating agent, in 1835, in answer to the question, ''Were the agent and his deputy opposed to the
Indian:::; taking the five years' stay to become citizens~" says, "Most
certainly they were; and Colonel Ward '"as so much so, that he seriously
advised the emigrating agents to whip such as did not wish to go, and
force them off.:' (Rep. G63, p. 43.)
Other deterring influences on tlle pnrt of the agent are specified in
the extract on page 20, from the report of the commissioners, Mnrray
and Vroom.
REJECTED CLAIY.If.

1\'fr. Banfield's strictures on page 16, npo·n so much of Mr. Sebastian's
report as relates to tlle rPjected c) aims for land under the 14th article,
show that lJe has not informed himself as to the number. He says every
claim must. haYe been paid e.x;cept sixt.y-seven. Mr. Sebastian was officiaJJy informed by tlle Indian Department, in 1858, as their records will
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doubtless show, that two hundred and ninety-two claims had not been
allowed.
Of these, one hundred and ninety-one-nearly two-thirds-were rejected, in cases where the dispossession diu not result from a previous
sale by the United States, for the--reason the claimants did not reside on
their improvements "five years continuously next after the ratification
of the treaty." They had signified their intention to remain, and had
remained, five years, an<l three times :fi\e years, after the treaty, and
they bad improvements. So far as the treaty was concerned, their
right to a grant in fee simple was complete, with the single exception
of the failure to live "five years continuously" upon tlleir improvements.
A witness examined by Commissioners Gaines and Hush, 13th September, 1844, states that claimant and each of those herein referred to
in this case had a house, :field, and family; and that about two sears
after the treaty, by reason of the entrance among them of Government
emigrating ageuts, who threatened to take their women and children to
the \\rest by force, they were so alarmed as to induce them to escape
with their families to the white settlements in Hancock county for protection, hoping to be restored to their homes when tbe Government
learned of the conduct of its agents."
Th-is claim was rejected, on the ground that the claimant had \oluntarily abandoned his impro\ements; 94 others, who proved substantially the same fact~, were rejected for the same cause. The 95 cases
constitute the claims of the baud known as the Biloxi Bay Indians, for
whose relief a provision was made by act of August 30, 185~.*
The causes which led another large class of claimants to abandon
their improvements are stated in the following extracts from the report
of Messrs. Murray and Vroom:
''The Choctaws are shy and reserved in their intercourse with the
whites, and do not readily mix with them. It is proved, in a great number of cases, that they llave been most wantonly abused and ill-treated
by them, and that they could not live in peace jn the same neighbor~
hood. The large stock of cattle and bogs introduced by the white settlers destroyed their crops, and their houses and cabins were torn down,
burned, or taken possession of by them, when they left home on their
neces~mry hunting expeditions, or to seek employment in picking cotton, &c. Under these circumstances, they were compelled in a great
number of cases to remove. It is in proof, also, that many removed in
consequence of reports circulated among them that the lands occupied
by them :Q.ad been sold by the Government, and w.hen it was impossible
for them to ascertain the truth or falsehood of such reports; they well
knew, however, from bitter experience, that whether true or false, they
were at the mercy of thmr white neighbors."
Commissioner Claiborne says, with reference to this objection, that
the claimant could not "be required, by any invention of law, to jeopard his peace or safety at any time to retain possession of his premises.
In every such case before us it is clearly in proof that the Indian was
driven off either by violence or b.Y threats, by men who said thP.y wished
to cultivate the field; that they intended to buy it at the land sales;
that the Indians had already been paid too much for the country, and
must clear out. It is in proof that· their fences were torn down, their
crops plowed up; that they were driven off without compensation; that
"See ante, p. 28. The number of rejected ''Bay Indian" claims was 95 instead of 67, as
_Mr. Banfield asserts on p. 16 of his letter.
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they offered no resistance, but left in deep distress, complaining of oppression and the bad faith of the whites." (Doc. 168, p. 52.)
Mr. Claiborne's view was, that ''the Indian was only bound to keep
possession so long as he could do so peaceably." (Ibid.)
But the act of Congress seemed to exclude all cases where there.servee was not dispossessed by means of a previous Government sale, .
and the claims of that class were therefore rejected.
It would be easy to reply to the objections urged againioit the remaining eighty-two of the rejected cases. To do so would be to exceed the
proper limits of this letter. I content myself with resting upon the
broad ground, admitted and stated by Mr. Banfield himself, (pp. 8, 9,)
manifest to the most superficial reader ()f the treaty, that it was made
with and for two classes of Choctaws-those who would and those who
would not emigrate. Each famil~r that remained in the East was promised its fair proportion of the common territory. The 292 families
were Choctaws-were entitled, as matter of abstract right, to a share
in the common property of the tribe. The treaty recoguized the right,
proceeded to carve out the share, and promised it to them if they chose
to remain East. They did remain, but have never :received anything.
To this day they are cut off from all benefits of the treaty.
Before leaving this branch of the subject, it may be well to state, that
not a single clai.m among those receipted or allowed, and constituting
the aggregate of 1,585 presented, was the claim of a white man with a
Choctaw family, as might be inferred from Mr. Banfield7s remark on
page 16.
WHERE TIIE CHARGES OF FR.A UD COME Fl\.OM.

Any one who examines the uocnments l\1r. Banfield refers to in connection with this case, with a desire to get at the truth, cannot fail to
be struck with two prominent facts: First, the frequent reiteration of
the charge that nearly all of the Choctaw claims were fraudulent; and
second, the abs.ence of any indication that the charges were substantiated ; or, to speak more accurately, the utter failure of the accusers
to make good tlleir a11egations.
:F'ifteen hundred and eighty-five claims were presented. Two hundred
and ninety-two, nearly one-fifth of the whole, were rejected; only five
of them on the ground that the testimony of the supporting witnesses
was impeached, the impeachment being the result of the investigations
of the examining boards, and not of any of the charges of frauu, which
were invariably of a general character.
If the inquirer, thinking that where there is so much smoke there
must be some fire, traces back the charges to tlleir source, he will find
that they spring in part from1. Those who deprecate the interference of Ultocta"~ reservations with
the public-land sales, as in the case of the resolutions of the Mississippi
legislature, and the letters of :\fr. Gwin of the Cbocchuma land-office;
and in part from2. Those who profess to be influenced solely by a desire to save the
Government from loss, as in the case of Messrs. Kirksey anu Poindexter, Mr. R. H. Grant, and Mr. J ubal B. H ancoek. To this latter
class also belong the later effusions of Commissioner Claiborne.
The resolutions of the Mississippi legislature seem to have been
founded on the testimon,y of the representatives from the counties
within the ceded territory.* They anu their constituents were directly
*Jasper, Neshoba, Lauderd.1le, Att.ila, and Wiston.

(See Doc.168, p. ltiJ.)
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interested in bringing as much of that territory as possible into market
at the earliest practicable moment.
The sale of tbe lands ceded by the Clwcht\TS, before their reservations
were located, l_e d to the sale of a great many improvements of Indians,
who were subsequently ascertained to be claimants undel' the 14th article. The purchaser at the lantl sales was, of course, hostile to any class of
claims likley to interfere with his proposed purchase, and was quite
ready to unite with pre-emption claimants, who were everywhere on the
lookout for the best Iudictn locations and im provemeuts, in denouncing
the whole affair as fraudulent. The fact that the Go,·ernment agent,
out of 1,585 claims subsequeutly presented, had recognized aud reported
only si.vty-nine, was well calculated to 8npport, if not confirm, the charge,
''The great number of them," says ~fr. Bell, ' 1 has caused generaL surprise1 and created a strong suspicion in the pnulic mind that 't hey cannot be we.Jl founded. But a deeper feeling has been aroused in tlze State of
Mississ-ippi by the interfe'rences with the rights anil expectations of the settlers, which a confirmation of these locations would produce." (Hep., G63,
H. R., 24th Oong., 1st sess.)
The complaints of the regi~ter, Gwyn, on Mr. Banfield's lOth page,
''that the delay in bringing the land into market is the hot-bed for
thousands of fraudulent claims," helu, '' not by Indians," but "by a. set
of speculators," wlw mean to sweep the Choctaw lauds under" pretended
14th-article daims ;" ''one of the grandest schemes of fraud," &e., &c.,
were quite natural, and, under the circumstances, to be expected.
'
The report of the Senate Committee on Publie Lands, of March 3,
1835, on frauds iu land sales, represents Mr. Gwyn as having been notoriously engaged, while register at the Mount Salus land-office, in extensive land specnlations of an illegal character, involving the withholding from sale, for his own benefit, tracts which be marked as sold, when
they were not. Also, that he was afterwards transferred to Ohocchuma,
where be was register when be wrote the letters 1\-Ir. Banfield quotes.
At this latter office the committee say, "the evidence portrays greater
enormities than are believed to have occurred at any time in any other
land district in the United States," the "enormities" being the result
of a coJU.bination for the purpose of ''monopolizing all the good lands"
and "driving all competition out of the market," the combination being
"permitted by· the officers superintending these sales, to dictate terms
to bidders.'; (2d sess., 23d Cong., Sen. Rep. No. 151, p. 4.)
No wonder 1\Ir. Gwyn deprecated the '' competitiou" of the Choctaw
reservations, which, if established his friends in the combination could
not "drive out of market." ':rhe objeetof the claims, he seems to think,
was to get riclr land for the Indians, in place of the poor land on which
they Jiyed; anfl as the rich land was what his speculating friends wanted,
heYery naturally felt sure there were enough'' poor pine lands east of the
Yallabusba to satisfy all just claims." (Doe. loS, ·p. 161.)
The accusers of 1\tlr. Gwyn's type wanted to keep the Choctaws from
interfering with their speculations in public lands, but when scrip was
substituted for land they gase way to another class, who wanted to protect the Government from loss-for a consideration.
To gi\·e some idea of the probable motives of this latter class, a retrospectiYe view is essential.
Tlw first contracts to prosecute these c1:lims were made in 1831 and.
1835, (Doc. 168, pp. 115, 118, et seq.,) by Charles Fisher and his associates. Six or eight years elapsing, with little or no show for their
land, the principal attorney, Fisher, being at home in NorLh Cal'olina,
out of sight, the claimants very naturally tl1oug!Jt that tlJeir COL~:tracts,
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w<.'re all contingent upon success, were not "binding/' (see Doc.
Hi8, p. 83~) mal in mai!Y instances, I believe in all that Mr. Fisher claimed,
made new arrangements with others, some of ·w hom in their turn employed l\lr. Fisher, some of them Uolouel Forester, some Mr.•John Johnson, senior. Otller Indians made contracts direct with Colonel Forester,
without the interYe11tion of any third party, and others in like manner
with Mr. Johnson.
The intermediate third party was generally some one exerting a controlling influence oyer the Indians u~ar him, growing almost iuvariably
out of the fact that he had l>efriended his Choctaw neighbors and protected them from .injnry and · abnse. To him they naturally looked for
advice; and men of that class were the parties with whom most of the
claimants contracted, aud by wlwm the attorueys of record were employed in cases wllere tlley did not possess that kind of intluence theruselyes.
As the 7,000 Cllo(·taws em braced iu th e claims were scattere<l over
t\Yenty-odd counties, in 11nmerous small bands, tllere· were a great many
of these intermediate agents standing between the nominal at.toruess
and tlle Indians.
Their several c:tgrt>ements were made before the act of 1849 was passed,
and therefore without reference to its provhdons respecting contracts.
Those which the Indians did not '' consitler binding" were virtually
abandoned by the original attorneys, who made new ones usually, as
above stated, with intermediate parties having the confidence of the
Indians. ~rbis was generally done, but not' always. Right at that point
sprang up serious difficulties. Different persons claimed the same half
which tlle Indian bad agreed to pay. The question was, wllen his
claim was securerl, who was he to divide with~ Scarcely a single attack was made upon the Choctaw claims that did not emanate from
.some disappointed part.v who had failed in his effort to secure a contract
with the Indian or with his immediate agent. To the conflicts thus
arising add the crav.ing of outsiders for a share in the spoils, and you
have the secret spring which prompted so many offers to save land or
scrip for the Government, if it would only pay for the service.
Another ingredient, contributing to the preju<lice against the claims,
which should not be overlooked, was "the cherislwd policy of l\fississippi" to get rid of the Indian, (and, of eourse, to give the white man
his land,) of which Mr. Ulaiborne speaks, as we have seen in his letter
to Commissioner Crawford. (ante, p. 39,) and wllich induced him, while
staying at Colonel Forester's llonse, to acquire, by clandestine means, a
secret influence over his clients, result,ing in the same clients afterwards
conveying to Mr. Claiborne their property-in trust. (See his letters of
.1\Iay 8, pp. 38, 39, ami November 14, p. 143. See alsop. 29 and pp. 46
and 47, Doc. 168.)
The charges of fraud springing from tllese various sources were:
1st. That the Indians Lad contracted to sell their lauds within five
sears after the date of the treaty, and therefore were !Jarred by the act
of Augnst 23, 1842.
2d. That they bad sworn that tll.:'y had m~ule no contracts of sale
during the five years "wllich they considereu binding','' thus showing
tllemselYes to be regardless of trnth or ig·norant of tlle nature of contracts; in either case 11ot competent to testify.
In point of fact, as already shown, the Indians had uot only told the
truth, but, in speaking of their first contracts as not binding, had expressed the opinion of all wllo were conversant with the facts, and not
interested in enforeing the original agreements. In this I speak with-
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()Ut reference to the records, which tell ;the whole stor.\, but from personal knowledge deriYed from the statements of partie.R in interest. attending the scrip payments maue in the winter of 1845-'46 by Captain
William Armstrong, for whom I acteu as interpreter.
3d. A third allegation of fraud was that the Indhms had not signified tlleir intention of remaiuiug within six montlls after the ratification
of the treaty.
Til is charge. ,,·as not proYed. On the contrary, the burden of proof
before the eommissiouers was the other way. I ouly specify it to show
the nature of the opposition to the 14th-article claim!-1.
Wllnt that opposition amounted to may be inferred feom the significant silence of Commissioners Urawford and Medill, of the Imli~tn O.tlice,
and Secretaries Spencer and Marcy, of tile War Department.
Mr. Crawford mentions the 14th-article claims in his annuaJ reports for 1838, 1840, and 1841, calling special attention in 1840 to
the fact tilat there were 1,100 more of them than bad been anticipated when the treaty was made. In March, 1843, be prepared an elaborate report (filling six pages of the Documeut No. 168, so often referred
to in this letter) on the claims examined by Commissioners l\1:urra.v and
Vroom, upon whom Mr. Banfield says so many frauds were practiced.
If they were, l\ir. Crawford does not say so.
The words used by Mr. Spencer in approving this report, "being in
the main the result of commltation with me," together with the exceptions he makes to some of Mr. Crawford's conclnsious, ~how that he bad
examined the subject thorongilly. The '' Poindext1~r protest," which
Mr. Banfield tllinks so importaut, had been sent direct to l\Ir. Spencer
himself a month before. That protest charged that not more than 100
families were e11titled to land under the 14th article. Murray and Vroom
had Rcted on 2Gl claims, recommended 165, antl reported 1,100 additional applications. Yet neither Mr. Spencer nor Mr. Crawford say one
word about fraudulent claims. Mr. Crawford, on the contrary, speaking of tlle witnes.ses being necessarily in most eases Indians, says,'" from
a careful examination of the testimony it is evident that tilose witnesses
generally were animated by a sincere' desire to tell the truth." (Doc.
168, p. 77.)
Mr. Crawford's past experience had peculiarly fitted bim for such investigations, as he had been employed as adjndieating eomrnissioner
among the Creek Indians in detecting and exposing swindling conveyances of Ill(Jian lands iufinitely more atrocious than anytiliug allegeu
against the Olwcta w claims.
An.v one that ever ileard of JVrr. Spencer's professional reputation
knows tllat he was fully able to. detect any flagr~tnt wrong- tlla.t migllt
be spread before his face, with notice of the fact.
All this, however, was before Mr. Claiborne's denunciations of doub1o
frauds, wbicl1 were not. made until the following November.
In tlJe fall of 1845, Mr. "\Villiam l\fedill, afterwards First Comptroller
of the Treasury and governor of Ohio, became Oo1umissioner of Indian
.Affairs; Governor Marcy, of New York, being at the head of the W a.r
Office. In his annual reports Mr. l\1edill allude.s frequently to the 14tharticle claims. In tbe report for 1847 he gives a brief history of them,
but says not.hingof any doubts as to their validity. From his account it
appears that the great body of them were alloweu by Governor Marcy.
These facts must have escaped Mr. Banfield's notice. If he knows anytiling of the character of Governor Marcy, he cannot have intenur.d to
accuse him of a11y deficiency in either ability or integrity._ Yet every
charge Mr. Banfield produces had been sent. to the War Department,
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and bad been printed by order of Congress, before Governor Marcy had
decided a single claim.
A bare reference to the decisions of Secretaries Spencer and Marcy
might, perllaps, have been a sufficient answer to all that bas been said
against the 14th-article claims. But I have thought that the true character of lVIr. Banfield's letter could not be made known without showing
exactly what sort of weapons be has found it necessary to use.
I cannot leave the 14th article without expressing my thanks to l'vlr.
Banfield for the service be bas rendered the Choctaws in eiiabling me
to ascertain how utterly unfounded were the charges so persistently
urged in former da~- s against those claiming under it. Ignorant of the
very existence of some of the documents be has referred to until it became necessary to test his quotations, I did not know that the most active
among the enemies of the claimants had been placed upon the stand
and compelled to· arlmit that they could not point out a single fraudulent ca~e; nor was I a"·are their calumnies had been fully understood
and properly appreciated by the distinguished men who in those days
COIJtrolied the Indian Department.
It would be easy to point out 1Yir. Banfield's errors in stating other
items of the Choctaw claim. But his charge of fraud is confined to
those arising under the 14th article. It is not likely that any one but
himself will seriously propose, in cases where no such charge is made,
to go behind an award having all the binding force of a treaty. I content myself, therefore, with the foregoing exhibit of the grounds upon
which a law-officer of the Government attempts to invalidate and discredit the concurrent action of Congress and of the Executive dudng
three successive administrations, for the purpose of annulling the acti:on
of the Senate in its effort~ to do justice to an Indian tribe.
.
Mr. Sebastian's statement, that the award of the Senate would im~olve
from $800,000 to $1,000,000, is easilyexplained.
The net proceeds of the Choctaw cession were estimated by the Indian Office, in May, 1858, at $2,~93, 720.18. (See House Ex. Doc. 82,
1st sess. 36th Con g.)
Of that amount, $1,857,941.31 is for unsold land, at 75 cents an
acre, which Mr Sebastian reduced in the resolution offered by him
and passed by the Senate to 12~ cents an· acre, thereby reducing the
amount to ......... ____ .. __ .. _.. _.. _. ____ .. ~. _.. _. ___ $1, 445, 435 75
From this last sum take the two items he proposed to
deduct in bis report of June 19th, 1860, (No. 283, 1st
session 36th Congress) ___. __ . __ . __ __. _ ______ ______
6-±8, 696 4&
Will leave _____ . _____ . ___ __. __ .. _____ . ___________ . _.

796,739 30

That Mr. Sebastian arrived at his conclusions in this manner I do not
know, but it is only reasonable and fair to presume that he did.
When,. in compliance with tbe resolution of the Senate, the Secretary
of the Interior, on the 8th :1\Iay, 1860, fourteen months afterwards,.
transmitted a carefully-prepared statement of the amount that would
be due the Choctaws under the award of tbe net proceeds, it appeared
that the gross receipts were $1,000,000 more than was stated in the
estimate of 1858; the amount of unsold land was also larger, while the
charges were not so large; these variations together making a difference
equal to the dednction above referred to in the price of the unsold laud.
In attacking .1\'Ir. Sebastian and the proceedings of bis committee, j~r.
Banfield passes over seven difte.rent reports from committees of tho-
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Senate and of the House, including one from the Hon. Thaddeus Stevens~
one from the Judiciary Committee of the Senate, and one joint report
from the Indian Committees of both houses, all made since the war,
and an recommending the payment of the Senate award. Paying no
attention to these indications of the justice of their· demands, he has
gone back through the whole history of the Government, and, still
further, into colonial times, hunting in treaties made by the King of
Great Britain for material to use against the Choctaws. For that purpose any :tloatiug gossip, any vague rumor, any idle report, is available·
in his estimation; while, on the other hand, no adjudication, no treaty
stipulation, no act of Congress, is of any binding force in the.ir favor~
P. P. PlTCHLYNN,
Dele{]a.te from the Choctaw Nation .
FEBRUARY
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